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THE PLACE OF VESALIUS IN THE CULTURE
OF THE RENAISSANCE
ERNST A. CASSIRER
MUST BEGIN with expressing my cordial
thanks for your kind invitation. It is a great
pleasure to me and I regard it as a great privi-
lege to be asked to participate in this celebration
-1 t of the four-hundredth anniversary of Vesalius'
De hIumani corporis fabrica. But I have to con-
fess that I felt serious scruples about my com-
petence for the task you have assigned to me.
Is a philosopher entitled to speak about Vesalius' work, the work of
a great physician and a great anatomist?
Like Galileo, Vesalius was engaged in a continuous struggle
against philosophical authorities. He denied and defied the scho-
lastic tradition. His work seems to be entirely original. "Immor-
tale opus," said Albrecht von Haller, the great physiologist, in
speaking of De humani corporis fabrica, "et quo priora omnia quae
ante se scripta fuissent paene reddidit superfiua'-an immortal work
which made superfluous almost all that had been written before.
Nevertheless, there are no isolated facts and no isolated figures
in the history of human thought. Even Vesalius does not stand
alone. He is a typical example and a classical witness to the spirit
of the Renaissance. But what does Renaissance mean? There are
scholars-and scholars of high authority in their special fields-that
have warned us against the use of the very term Renaissance. Many
of them flatly deny that there ever was such a thing as a renaissance
in European culture. "What is the use in questioning the Renais-
sance?" wrote Lynn Thorndike in one of the last issues of the
Journal of the History of Ideas. "No one has ever proved its
existence, no one has really tried to." But we must not dispute
about words. Recent research-made by men like Pierre Duhem,
George Sarton, Lynn Thorndike-has shown us that there are
innumerable threads which connect the scientific work of the Quat-
trocento and Cinquecento with medieval science-with that science
that was taught at the universities of the Middle Ages. But that
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claim to a real and fundamental originality seems to me to be
undeniable. Galileo was perfectly right to speak of his Dynamics
as a "new science." Galileo's science of motion was not only new
in its answers but also in its mode of questioning and investigating.
By this new method of investigation that we find in Galileo's and
Vesalius' work there were not only discovered new facts; the whole
intellectual structure ofscience and philosophy underwent a profound
change.
To understand the character of this intellectual process we must
begin with an analysis of medieval thought. The medieval thinkers
were divided into various schools. Between these schools-between
the realists and nominalists-there were interminable discussions.
Nevertheless, there was a deep unity in medieval philosophy and
medieval culture. There was a common center of thought that
remained firm and unchangeable for many centuries. To grasp this
unity of medieval thought there is perhaps no better and easier way
than to study the two books Ilepq rTs oapcav(s epapXta( and IHEpi
TV)s CKKX1qal&acr&KV)s epapXcis ("On the celestial hierarchy" and
"On the ecclesiastical hierarchy"). The author of these books is
unknown. In the Middle Ages they were generally attributed to
Dionysius Areopagita, the disciple of St. Paul, who was converted
and baptized by him. But this is only a legend. The books were
prcbably written by a neo-Platonic writer, a disciple of Proclus.
They presuppose the theory ofemanation that had been developed by
Plotinus, the founder of the neo-Platonic school. In order to under-
stand a thing we must-according to this theory-always go back to
its first principle and we must show in what way it has evolved from
this principle. The first principle, the cause and origin of all things
is the One, the Absolute. This absolute One develops into the
multiplicity of things. But that is not a process of evolution in our
modern sense, it is rather a process of degradation. The whole
world is held together by a golden chain-that aurea catena of which
Homer spoke in a famous passage of his Iliad. All things whatso-
ever-spiritual and material things-the archangels, the angels, the
Seraphim and Cherubim and all the other celestial legions, man,
organic nature, matter-all of them are bound in this golden chain
about the feet of God. There are two different hierarchies; the
hierarchy of existence and that of value. But they are not opposed
to each other; they correspond to each other and are in perfect har-
mony. The degree of value depends on the degree of being. What
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is lower in the scale of existence is also lower in the ethical scale.
The more a thing is remote from the first principle, from the source
of all things, so much the less is its grade of perfection.
The pseudo-Dionysian books about the celestial and ecclesiastic
hierarchies were widely and eagerly studied throughout the Middle
Ages. Theybecame oneofthe principal sources of scholastic philos-
ophy. The system developed in these books influenced not only the
thoughts of men; it was connected with their deepest feelings and
it was expressed, in different ways, in the whole ethical, religious,
and social order. Also the physical, the cosmological order, was
conceived according to the principles ofthis system. In Aristotelian
cosmology God is described as the "unmoved mover" of the universe.
He is the ultimate source of motion-being at rest himself. He
transmits his moving force first to the things that are next to him:
to the highest celestial spheres. From here this force descends, by
different degrees, to our own world, to the earth, the sublunarworld,
the world below the moon. But here we no longer find the same
perfection. The higher world, the world of the celestial bodies, is
made of an imperishable and incorruptible substance-the Ether or
the quinta essentia, and the movements of these bodies are eternal.
In our world everything is perishable and liable to decay; and every
movement comes, after a short time, to its standstill. There is a
sharp discrimination between the lower and the higher worlds; they
do not consist of the same substance and they do not follow the same
laws of motion. The same principle holds for the structure of the
political and social world. In religious life we find the ecclesiastical
hierarchythat reaches from thePope, as the summit, tothecardinals,
the archbishops, the bishops down to the lower degrees of the clergy.
In the state the highest power is concentrated in the Emperor, who
delegates this power to his inferiors, the princes, the dukes, and all
the othervassals. This feudal system is an exact image and counter-
part of the general hierarchical system; it is an expression and a
symbol of that universal cosmic order that has been established by
God and which, therefore, is eternal and immutable.
This system has prevailed throughout the Middle Ages and
proved its force in all spheres of human life. But in the first cen-
turies of the Renaissance, in the Quattrocento and Cinquecento, it
changes its form. This change does notcome all of a sudden. We do
not find a complete breakdown, an abrogation or an open denial of
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the fundamental principles of medieval thought. Nevertheless, one
breach after another is made in the hierarchical system that seemed
to be so firmly established and that had governed the thoughts and
feelings of men for many centuries. The system is not destroyed;
but iit begins to fade away, it begins to lose its unquestioned authority.
The Aristotelian cosmologic system is replaced by the astronomical
system of Copernicus. In the latter we find no longer a distinction
between the "higher" and the "lower" world. All movements
whatever-the movements of the earth and those of the celestial
bodies-obey the same universal rules. According to Giordano
Bruno, who was the first thinker to give a metaphysical interpretation
of the Copernican system, the world is an infinite whole, pervaded
and animated by the same infinite divine spirit. There are no privi-
leged points in the universe, no "Above" or "Below." In the
political sphere the feudal order is dissolved and begins to crumble.
In Italy we find new political bodies of a quite different type. We
find the Renaissance tyrannies, created by individual men, the great
condottieri of the Renaissance, or by great families, the Visconti or
Sforzas in Milan, the Medici in Florence, the Gonzagas in Mantua.
In religious life the former ecclesiastical order is shaken to its very
foundation by the work of the reformation. There is no longer any
gradation in the spiritual and religious world; everyone becomes
his own priest.
But after this long introduction I must be quite prepared for a
certain impatience on the part of my audience. All these general
phenomena-you will perhaps aver-may be very interesting, but
what have they to do with the present question, with the celebration
of the four-hundredth anniversary of the publication of De humani
corporis fabrica by Andreas Vesalius? How can such generalities
as the dissolution of the hierarchical system affect the work of an
anatomist? I admit that this seems to be a very plausible argument.
But on the other hand, we must not forget that in the intellectual
world, in the world of scientific and philosophical ideas, all things
hang together. Practically speaking we must introduce a division
of labor; we must separate the various branches of knowledge and
specialize in certain fields. But we must not allow ourselves to be
deceived by these specializations. The globus intellectualis is a
coherent whole. What happens in one sphere always affects, to a
greater or less degree, all the other spheres. That holds also for
the work of Vesalius. At first sight it seems to be restricted to a
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special field. Vesalius never indulges in general metaphysical specu-
lations. In his work we do not meet with abstract theories, but
with observations and experiments. Nevertheless, I hope to con-
vince you that Vesalius' work had not only a particular but a uni-
versal merit; not only a scientific but also a philosophic interest.
What was the place of science in the medieval system? Even
in the organization of scientific thought we find the same funda-
mental principle. There is a hierarchy of knowledge in the same
sense as there is an ecclesiastical or political hierarchy. The highest
knowledge is that branch of knowledge that deals with the highest
object. This highest object is God. The superiority of theology,
its reign over all the other sciences-mathematics, physics, natural
history-is,therefore, clear and incontestable. The different sciences
are invested with their truth in the same way in which, in the feudal
system, the vassals were invested with their lands by the supreme
power of the Emperor. We get a clear insight into this hierarchical
system ofscience when studying the work of a great scholasticthinker
ofthe thirteenth century: the work ofBonaventura, Reductio artium
ad theologiam. Bonaventura tries to assign to every branch of
knowledge its special place and to confer upon it its special dignity.
It is the distance from the common center-the distance from the-
ology-that determines this dignity; that gives to every special
science its rank in the general order. But if we accept this system,
what becomes of the art of medicine? To be sure medicine was
held in the highest esteem during the Middle Ages. It had its
place in all the medieval universities. The works of Galen and of
the great Arabian and Jewish physicians were studied with the
greatest interest. Also in the social order the physician had a very
high rank. Nevertheless, there remained a difficult question.
According to the general principle of medieval thought-the prin-
ciple of the correspondence of the scale of being and the scale of
value medicine must, after all, content itself with a lower rank; it
cannot hope to ascend to the highest dignity. For it is a science of
the body. The first Fathers of the Church had spoken of the body
in a very contemptuous way; they hated and despised the body. In
the later systems-especially in the system of Thomas Aquinas-we
no longer find the same contempt. The natural world is no longer
in strict opposition to the spiritual world, the world of Grace; it has
a value ofits own. Gratia, said Thomas Aquinas, naturam non tollit,
sed perficit-Grace does not destroy nature; it perfects nature.
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Nevertheless, there could be no doubt that in the general order of
things spiritual things are always superior to material things. If
the value of a science depends upon its subject the science of the
body can never claim the same value and perfeotion as those sciences
which deal with spiritual subjects. Even in the Renaissance this
view was still generally admitted. To illustrate this by a special
example I referto the book of Coluccio Salutati, De nobilitate legum
et medicinae. In this book Salutati, a famous Renaissance writer,
asks the question whether the art of jurisprudence or the art of
medicine isthe higher and nobler one. Accordingto him the answer
to this question is clear. Nos curamus temporalia, says the art of
medicine in Salutati's book, sed leges aeterna; ego de terra creata
sum, lex vero de mente divina,-Medicine has to do with temporal
things, Jurisprudence with justice, which is an eternal thing; Medi-
cine has its root in the earth, Law originates in heaven.
The problem becomes even more difficult and precarious if from
medicine in general we pass to anatomy. For the subject-matter of
anatomy is not the living body, but the dead body. And in the
hierarchy of existence the dead body is the lowest of the low. Such
views were by no means rare in the age of the Renaissance. The
Renaissance was the period of classical humanism; and humanistic
culture was prone to disdain the study of the human body. We
have a characteristicanecdote to illustrate this point. When engaged
in his anatomical work Vesalius once was visited by a friend. This
friend, a scholar and humanist, was shocked and scandalized. How
could a man of high education and refined taste, he asked him, ever
condescend to do such a dirty and hideous work as to dissect human
corpses? To become the founder of scientific anatomy, Vesalius had
not only to struggle with technical but also with all sorts of moral
-difficulties. He had to do many things that seemed to be very
hazardous and objectionable. A well-known story tells us how
Vesalius once got up in the night, in order to steal in the darkness
the corpses of two hanged robbers from the gallows and later smug-
gled them stealthily into the house of a friend. Such were the con-
ditions under which Vesalius had to live and work. All of this
needed not only great intellectual, but also great moral powers; not
only an ardent desire to know but also great will-power, an
undaunted courage. Anatomy had a new flowering season in the
period of the Renaissance. Not only the scientists or physicians of
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the Renaissance but also the great artists, the painters and sculptors,
had a keen interest in anatomical problems. But theoretically and
philosophically anatomy had not yet found its place in the sun-in
the totality of man's intellectual culture.
From the point of view of the general history of ideas it is very
interesting and highly attractive to trace the slow processes of
thought by which this intellectual crisis was finally overcome. The
first vigorous, attack was made by that powerful genius whose name
we find everywhere among the pioneers of modern culture. We
may study a scientific problem, a problem of statics or dynamics, or
a problem of natural history, of anatomy or physiology, we may
study the history of painting, sculpture, architecture, we always meet
with Leonardo da Vinci. In Leonardo da Vinci's manuscripts the
first step was made to destroy the traditional hierarchy of sciences.
This hierarchy was based on the principle that the rank and dignity
of a science depend upon its subject-matter. Leonardo da Vinci
refuses to accept this principle. With what subject a science is con-
cerned is quite irrelevant. What we look for in science is truth,
and truth may be found in the lowest thing just as much as in the
highest. What do we know with absolute certainty of these highest
things-the archangels, the angels, the whole celestial hierarchy?
What theology or metaphysics tell us about these things is very
doubtful, and in many cases it is obviously wrong. We must there-
fore change our whole standard of value. We must seek for a firm,
indubitable, and unshakable knowledge, not for a knowledge of
the greatest and most sublime things. "To lie is so vile," says
Leonardo, "that even if it were in speaking well of godly things, it
would take off something of God's grace, and Truth is so excellent
that if it praises but small things, they become noble. Truth is so
excellent that even if it dwells on hum1ble and lowly matters, it is
still infinitely above uncertainty and lies disguised in high and lofty
discourses. But you who live in dreams are better pleased with the
sophistical reasons and frauds of wits in great and uncertain things
than with those reasons which are certain and natural and not so far
above us." The same thought is expressed, in the most concise and
striking way, in a short epigram of Leonardo da Vinci. Meglio e la
piccola certezza che la gran bugia,-a small truth is better than a
great lie.
Bythis dictum ofLeonardo's the spell was broken. It became the
magicword--the key-word that unlocked the doors of understanding
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to a new conception of the meaning and value of science. At first
sight, the remarks of Leonardo may seem to be very simple and
even obvious. But simplicity is always the distinctive mark of a
true genius: simplex sigillum veri. It was, however, the tragic fate
of Leonardo that most of his deepest thoughts could exert no imme-
diate influence. They were buried, for many centuries, in his manu-
scripts. The great scientists of the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-
turies had to rediscover the same principle that, a long time before,
had been so clearly expressed by Leonardo. Galileo emphasizes,
time and again, that it is more estimable to find out the truth, even
in an insignificant detail, than to speculate extensively on the highest
problems without a positive and definite result. The relation
between Vesalius' Fabrica and the anatomical studies of Leonardo
seems still to be a controversial problem. Many scholars have gone
so far as to charge Vesalius with a plagiarism of Leonardo's manu-
scripts. The arguments proposed for supporting this charge were
sometimes very strange. One of the strangest arguments was to
say that it seems highly improbable that such a perfect work as the
Fabrica was written by a young man of twenty-eight years. But
that same young man had attended plague cases and practised surgery
as a boy of fifteen years. When arguing in this way we wrong not
only Vesalius but also his whole age, the age of the Renaissance.
The Renaissance produced more of these miracles. The first writ-
ings and the first scientific discoveries of Galileo show us a very
mature and precocious mind. Vesalius may have known, he must,
indeed, have known many of Leonardo's results. It is for the
history of medicine to decide how much he owed to these results.
What seems to me to be sure is that, in a methodological or philo-
sophical sense, his work has a real claim to originality. Vesalius'
Fabrica became the fulfilment of what had been demanded by
Leonardo. As Leonardo had pointed out, the value of a science does
not depend upon its subject-matter, but upon the degree of certainty
of which it is capable. By Vesalius' work anatomy was raised to a
degree of certainty that it never had before. In the Middle Ages
and in the Quattrocento and Cinquecento anatomy was still closely
connected with all sorts of mythical speculations. Many of the
famous physicians of the Middle Ages and the Renaissance were at
the same time famous astrologers. In their study of the human
body they started from the principle that the human body is a parvus
mundus, a microcosm, and that the true nature of this microcosm
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can only be recognized by comparing it to the macrocosm, the great
world. By virtue of this principle the human body became an exact
counterpart of the cosmic order. The heart was regarded as the
sun, the other organs, the lung, the liver, were correlated with the
planets. When studying the manuscripts of Leonardo da Vinci we
still find many strikingexamples of this strange astrological anatomy.
All this was completely obliterated in the work of Vesalius. Anat-
omy was recognized in its true character; it became a pure empirical
science second to none. By this step anatomy overcame its intellec-
tual crisis. Its value could no longer be called in question; it had
at last found its firm place in the globus intellectualis.
All this had a stronginfluence notonly upon the further develop-
ment of medical thought but also upon the development of philo-
sophical thought. Unfortunately this point has been unduly neg-
lected by the historians of modern philosophy. The name of
Vesalius does not appear in our text-books of the history of philos-
ophy. It would, however, be a very appealing task to study the
influence which Vesalius' work exercised on the first founders of
modern philosophy. Here, at the end of this address, I cannot
enter into this question. Nevertheless, I cannot refrain from giving
at least a few hints. Descartes was a great admirer of Vesalius.
He was deeply interested in anatomical problems; and he made a
regular practice of dissecting animals, the bodies of which he had
himself procured from his butcher. During his sojourn in Holland
Descartes once had a visit from a French gentleman who in the
course of the conversation asked him which were his favorite books
in the field of physics and natural history. I will show you my
books, replied Descartes, if you will follow me. After this he led
his guest to the courtyard and pointing to the body of a calf that he
had just received from his butcher and that he intended to dissect
the next morning, he said, "These are my books! " Another example
may be taken from Francis Bacon. "The human intellect," says
Bacon in his Novum Organon, "is carried to abstracts by reason of
its proper nature, and feigns that those things, which are variable,
are constant. Better is to dissect Nature than to abstract her, as
did the school of Democritus, which penetrated farther into Nature
than the rest did. Matter might rather be considered its structure
and changes of struoture . . . for forms are fictions of the human
soul, unless it be allowable to call the laws of action forms" (Nov.
Org. I, 51).
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Vesalius was one of the great representatives of this school of
Democritus which is praised by Bacon. To compare his work with
that of Galileo or Descartes may at first sight appear to be arbitrary.
Vesalius, Galileo, and Descartes were not concerned with the same
problems. Nevertheless, we find a close intellectual kinship in these
three thinkers. They are three classical witnesses to that scientific
spirit which began to rise in the sixteenth century and came to its
climax in the great philosophers and scientists of the seventeenth
century. By its adversaries, by the defenders of the philosophical
ideals of the Middle Ages, this new spirit was always denounced as
a sceptical spirit. This charge is not entirely unfounded, but it is
inadequate andsuperficial. Scepticism was, indeed, one ofthe neces-
sary elements in the development of modern science and philosophy.
Without scepticism the power of the philosophical tradition could
not have been broken. When compared to the various sceptical
schools in Greek philosophy this modern scepticism is, however, of
a new and entirely different type. It is a positive not a mere nega-
tive attitude. Descartes always emphasizes that his "universal
doubt" is to be understood as a methodological, not as a metaphysical
doubt. The Cartesian doubt was a constructive not a destructive
one. The same constructive doubt had, a hundred years before,
marked its stamp upon Vesalius' De humani corporisfabrica. With-
out a deep mistrust of the great medical authorities, of Galen and
Avicenna, Vesalius could not have written this book. He had to
begin as a heretic in medicine in order to become the founder of
modern anatomy. In anatomia, he said, non opinandum sed certe
et ostensive sciendum est.
It would be a better description of the modern scientific mind
to call it an analytical rather than a sceptical mind. In the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries we can follow up, step by step, the great
triumphs of this new analytical mind. With Vesalius it begins to
conquer medicine; with Galileo it conquers physics, with Descartes
geometry andphilosophy. Galileo owed some of his most important
results to that method which he himself described as metodo riso-
lutivo,-as the method of resolution. Descartes began his philo-
sophical work with a great mathematical discovery, the discovery of
analytical geometry. Vesalius' Fabrica published in 1543, Galileo's
Discorsi e dimostrazioni intorno a due nuo've scienze published in
1636, Descartes' Geometry published in 1637 are three mile-stones
set up on the road that led to our modern conception of science.
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Although moving in different directions and aiming at different ends
these works are inspired with one and the same tendency of thought.
They are the expression of a great intellectual crisis which was felt
everywhere. In the field of natural science the scholastic method
had ended in a complete failure. Not a single law of nature had
been discovered in the Middle Ages. In medicine the implicit faith
in the authority of Galen remained unshaken for more than twelve
centuries. Before Leonardo da Vinci nobody had the courage to
see with his own eyes and to judge byhimself. It becameimperative
to find a new approach to nature and a new method of investigation.
All this is expressed in Bacon's laconic saying; melius est naturam
secare quam abstrahere.
To dissect nature in order to study nature was, to be sure, a
precarious and dangerous enterprise. But the great scientists and
philosophers of the Renaissance were bold enough to defy this
danger. For to all of them the dissecting of nature was only a
first preparatory step. The analytical process was to be followed
and to be completed by a synthetic process. In Galileo's science
the method of resolution is not opposed to the method of compo-
sition. On the contrary, the former method prepares the latter, the
analytical method paves the way for the synthetic method. In the
same sense Vesalius had to begin with dissecting the human body
in order to find out its structure, in order to describe the fabrica
human4 corporis. Only by such an experimental analysis could
medicineenter, to use the terms ofKant in his preface to the Critique,
"on the high way of science." Experi'menta anatomica et practica,
said Vesalius, firmissina, inconcussa et unica medicin.ae solidae
fundanenta sunt.
DR. FRANCIS: An old friend of Cushing, sharing
his love of collecting old books and his idolatry of Vesalius,
Dr. Streeter has been of the greatest help to this library,
and is honorary Curator of its Museum collections. Find-
ing no more bookish worlds to conquer, he switched to the
collectingof other antiquities of medicine and science, espe-
cially weights and measures.
The charm and perfection of his writings make all
his friends regret their rarity. One of the most charm-
ing tributes to Osler that I know, four pages headed
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"Impromptu in a Library," begins with a torrent of
pseudo-abuse heaped by the kindly Osler on our next
speaker-"You scoundrel, you scathless and complete
villain, you unmitigated"-the rest was apparently
unprintable. It seems that Dr. Streeter at a book sale had
unwittingly beaten him to a desiderated Leonicenus, an old
worthy whose familiar name I am shocked to find vul-
garized by the modernizing youngsters in charge of this
Library into "Lonigo," which painfully suggests my unux-
orious fellow-countryman Lonergan. We are impatient to
hear what this master-I refer to Dr. Streeter-has to say
about Vesalius at Paris.